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There’s something dazzling about  
Ashley Smith.

It’s an unseasonably warm December day 
in New York City, and I have flown in from 
Toronto to interview the model, now-as-
piring-actress. I know her backstory: born 
and raised in Austin, Texas, modeling found 
Ashley by way of being scouted at the music 
festival, SXSW, while she was still in high 
school. As a purple-haired teen with no im-
minent plans or goals for herself, Ashley took 
the leap and plunged herself head-first into 
the fashion world, naive to its complexities. 
It’s worked out for Ashely thus far, having 
been a muse for Sports Illustrated and being 
the feature in editorials for Elle, Vogue, Dazed 
& Confused and Nylon. She has posed as the 
cover girl for Elle, COVER Mag and RUSSH 
and has worked with Terry Richardson, Ellen 
Von Unwerth and Ben Morrison, to name a 
few. Ashley brings a refreshing versatility to 
her portfolio. She’s sexy, fun, sweet, punk 
and all of the stereotypes in between. One 
look at her work leaves you with the clear 
impression that his girl has a big personality.

We sit tucked into a small corner of 
a charming restaurant with vintage gold 
frames, antique shelves and burgundy walls, 
discussing her humble beginnings. Growing 
up on a small, under-the-radar plot of land 
in Austin, Texas, with little to no money, 
Ashley spent her ample spare time “bum-
ming around” with friends, going to music 
festivals and regularly eating fried chicken 
for dinner. She laughs reminiscing, “it was 
kinda fun, riding around in cars with boys 

doing absolutely nothing. Smoking weed, 
chilling out and just living.”

From a young age, Ashley always pos-
sessed a grounded self-confidence. “I’ve al-
ways been an adventurous person. I had al-
ways said all I wanted to do was travel the 
world and meet new interesting people and 
learn about different cultures,” she tells me. 
“In an essence, I started doing that by saying 
‘yes’ to coming out to NYC [when] I didn’t 
know anything about fashion. I was a punk 
kid; I just wanted to get buck wild. I’m still 
essentially that person, except…I wear heels 
now,” she smirks. It’s hard to intimidate Ash-
ley. It’s clear from hearing her story that she 
saw coming to the Big Apple as an opportu-
nity for growth, providing her the time and 
experience to learn what she really wanted 
to do – a foresight not many of us are gifted 
with as teenagers.

Entering the fashion industry may have 
been easy for Ashley to grasp, but it posed a 
challenge for the women in her family. She 
explains that in the beginning, she received 
some backlash from the “feminists” in her 
family who believed modeling would steal 
her youth from her, not to mention, the ob-
jectification involved in the industry. For 
Ashley, modeling has done quite the oppo-
site. It is easier for her to list the countries 
on our planet she has not been to, and it has 
made a lot of things possible for her – now 
opening the doorway to acting. “It’s very em-
powering. You have a team of people show 
up to do your hair and makeup. You go out 
there in front of the camera and be like ‘this 
is me.’ You know? This is me, right here.  

Bra by Fleur Du Mal; necklace by LLI Legier.
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This is my face and my body; take it or leave 
it.” She sits across from me, messy hay-bale 
blonde hair, wild-eyed, wearing a studded 
crop Coach leather jacket, blue jeans with 
torn-up knees and a lock and chain bracelet 
on her left wrist. She has a tattoo on the other 
wrist with the word “Hello” written in almost 
typewriter font. I feel magnetized to her.  
She speaks with a striking level of assertion 
that contrasts her bubbly and blithe attitude. 
I remark on her overwhelmingly positive na-
ture. “I saw the mental prisons these angry 
young kids I grew up around were putting 
themselves in, and it just didn’t make sense 
to me. It’s a kind of habit you develop, like a 
mental block. I just recognized early on that 
it’s not fun to be around and it’s not going 
to get you anywhere.”

We cross over to the topic of travel. 
Confessing that she’s a magnet to the sun 
and sand, when I ask for her favorite travel 
experience, she surprises me with Russia as 
the answer. It’s the architecture and people 
that make a travel experience memorable 
for Ashley, and Russia offered her some-
thing to which she had never been exposed. 
“I loved Germany, too. Berlin was amazing, 
as their underground culture is mainstream. 
You would be out with people and suddenly 
they’d say, ‘We’re going to a sex club now,’ 
and you’re like, ‘ok cool!’”

Traveling to Nicaragua for Electrify 
Mag’s cover shoot made a significant im-
pression on Ashley. Having journeyed with 
a small crew to the remote Jicaro Ecolodge 
on Lake Nicaragua made work feel more like 
a vacation. She recalls the surreal experience 

of falling asleep on the bus ride into Granada, 
only to wake up moments later being ushered 
onto a small transporter boat on a massive 
lake, surrounded by smaller inhabited islands 
with towering volcanoes in the background. 
During their stay, Ashley and the crew re-
mained local for most meals, eating dinner 
each night at the lodge and getting to know 
the chefs on staff. While she enjoyed the slow 
living on the lodge, it was the exhilaration of 
volcano boarding that made her experience 
in Nicaragua unforgettable. “Climbing Cero 
Negro, the anticipation… and then finally, 
the ride down. I’m certainly a thrill-seeker, 
but I actually got scared. I didn’t realize the 
further you lean back, the faster you go. I 
[raced] down that mountain!”

The eco-conscious way of living on Jic-
aro had Ashley reconsidering the excess she 
has in her life upon returning home to move 
apartments in New York. “It really helped 
me put into perspective all the crap we have 
and don’t efficiently use.” She explains that 
moving allowed her the opportunity to let go 
of a lot of clutter and simplify her life. She 
raises a good point. The truth is, we don’t 
need a lot to be happy.

It is clear that in traveling for work, Ash-
ley has learned a lot about herself. She recalls 
her beginnings as a young model travelling 
alone to foreign countries with a language 
barrier, opting for the “go out and get lost” 
exploration method. While perhaps slight-
ly daunting, this approach taught Ashley to 
learn quickly and push herself out of her 
comfort zone. Much of her success can be at-
tributed to this framework for living. She has 

“People always told me that I had way too much personality to be a model. 
I think what I’m struggling with now is that people don’t know what to 
do with me. I’m quirky; I’m sexy but have a certain look to me. I’m in the 
middle of many stereotypes.”
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a willingness and a courage to put herself in 
new and strange situations, which has led her 
to living a full life of enjoyment without the 
need for over-planning. It is no surprise that 
Ashley is taking on the challenge to become 
an actress. Watch her short film, “Screen 
Test: Ashley Smith” (which premiered on-
line on the video channel Nowness), and 
you’ll see for yourself that she has a knack 
for character work.

The learning curve was tough for Ash-
ley. She has no problem working a photo-
shoot in front of a crowd, but when the time 
came for her to add her voice, she tells me 
she was confronted with paralyzing stage 
fright. Naturally, rather than turning back, 
Ashley plowed through and enrolled herself 
in acting classes. Breathing a sigh of relief, 
she expresses with optimism that they have 
really helped her come out of her shell. The 
challenge now is where to go from here. “Peo-
ple always told me that I had way too much 
personality to be a model. I think what I’m 
struggling with now is that people don’t know 
what to do with me. I’m quirky; I’m sexy but 
have a certain look to me. I’m in the middle 
of many stereotypes.”

Regardless of the direction, Ashley 
is thoroughly enjoying exploring this new 
realm. It’s the studying of people that really 
drew her to acting. She tells me she’s always 
been good at reading people’s body language 
and energy. She plans to continue exploring 
character work and senses that comedy might 
be the right avenue to continue along.
As both our salad bowls are emptied and our 
glasses down to the last sip, I ask Ashley to 

give herself a piece of advice she thinks she’ll 
need to hear in the next five years. “What I 
forget the most, especially transitioning into 
a career I’ve wanted to move into for years is 
my ‘motto,’ if you will, and it’s very simple…
it’s just one word. Enjoy.” I am struck by the 
simplicity of the word. It seems loose and 
transitory, and yet, it resonates.

I take in the woman sitting in front of 
me once again. Ashley is a rebel at heart. Un-
abashedly unafraid to be herself, she knows 
her truest nature. She’s tapped into what 
makes her human and strives to continue 
being only herself. She’s curious. For Ash-
ley, life is her playground, and she’s setting 
out to explore every nook, every shadowed 
corner, every etch and scar - planning cast 
aside, ambition discarded. It’s an unassum-
ing way to live.

As we step outside, I feel a wave of relief 
and gratitude for the insights I’ve taken from 
our conversation. “You’re here ‘til Saturday, 
right?” she asks me. I answer yes. “Well…
enjoy.” She locks into my eyes with a smile.

I don’t think she was talking about my time 
in New York.

“What I forget the most, especially transitioning into a career I’ve  
wanted to move into for years is my ‘motto,’ if you will, and it’s very 
simple…it’s just one word. Enjoy.”

Dress by TRYB; rings by LLI Legier; bracelet by 
Shahla Karimi.


